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VI1 
SUMMARY 

Resonance Raman spectra of manganese(III) etioporphyrin I com

plexes have been obtained with laser excitation in the regions of the 

Bands III and IV, and Bands V and V of the atypical visible absorption 
a 

spectra of these metalloporphyrins. Excitation profiles in the latter 

region are interpreted as indicating non-adiabatic coupling between V 

and V as well as vibronic activity of some totally symmetric modes. 

cl 
The Raman data support assignment of Bands III and IV to the 0-0 and 

0-1 components of the Q band. Although Bands,V and V are assigned to 

cl 
a charge transfer transition mixed with the main tt -* tt* transition, no 

selective enhancement of low frequency metal-ligand vibrations attribu

table to the charge transfer contribution of Band V was observed. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Review of the Problem 

Resonances Ramam spectroscopy has been used as a tool for probing 

the electronic and vibrational structure which gives rise to the 

atypical absorption spectrum of hyperporphyrins—in particular, Mn(III) 

etioporphyrin complexes. The typical electronic absorption spectrum 

of a metalloporphyrin (Figure 1) displays an intense B (Soret) band at 
-1 - 1 1 2 24,000 cm and a weaker Q band at 18,000 cm . ' A vibrationally 

induced absorption band is observed on the high energy side of the Q 

band. The electronic structure which produces these bands has been 
1 3 4 2 4 6 discussed by Gouterman ' ' and others. ' ' On the other hand the 

optical absorption spectrum of manganese(III) porphyrins (Figure 2) is 

atypical in that two relatively strong "Soret-like" absorptions are 

found at 21,000 c m - 1 (Band V) and at 28,000 cm' 1 (Band V I ) . Additional 

weaker bands are also observed, in the 12,000 to 15,000 cm .̂ region. 

The electronic origin of the ^extra" bands is not well understood in 

manganese(III) porphyrins or in the closely related and biologically 

relevant Fe(III) porphyrins, and for this reason laser Raman studies were 

undertaken. 

Since Band V resides ~in a spectral region accessible to argon 

and krypton lion laser irradiation and Bands III and IV are accessible 

to dye laser excitation frequencies, resonance Raman excitation profiles 
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ure 1. Absorption Spectrum of a Typical Metalloporphyrin: Copper' 
(II) Octaethylporphyrin in n-Hexane at Room Temperature 
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can be employed to elucidate the nature of the excited states in 

Mn(III) porphyrins. Excitation profiles exhibit the dependence of 

scattered light intensity for a porphyrin Raman line as a function of 

the exciting laser frequency. Recently, Gaughan et al.^ obtained 

resonance Raman spectra of Mn(III) tetraphenyl porphyrin (Mn(III)TPP) 
halide complexes. 4f|lfell̂data is comparable to the present results for 

Mn(III) etioporphrin I(Mn(III)EtioI)X where X~ = Cl", I~, and SCN~". 
8 9 

In recent reviews, Boucher ' has suggested that Band V, and 

either Band III or IV are charge transfer transitions from porphyrin 

Tr-orbitals to metal d^ orbitals. This conclusion is based primarily 

upon changes in Band V of the optical absorption spectrum as'the. axial 

anion is changed. (See Figure 2\) Gaughan et al. interpreted their 

data in favor of a charge transfer assignment for Band V based on its 

unusually rich low frequency Raman spectrum. 

Initially, we too hoped to observe selective enhancement of low 

frequency, metal-ligand mode Raman intensity upon excitation into Band 

V, since assignment to a charge transfer transition has been proposed. 

However, examination of the scattering tensor with charge transfer 

states included (Chapter II) shows that upon excitation into a charge 

transfer band, selective enhancement can occur for only those vibrational 

modes containing appreciable metal-nitrogen (Mn-N) character. Further 

detailed theoretical considerations indicate selective enhancement of 

low frequency metal-ligand modes does not occur in manganese(III) por

phyrins upon excitation in Band V; furthermore, should weak selective 

enhancement of metal-ligand vibrations actually occur, it would be 
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obscured by the strong Frank-Condon mode enhancement in Band V which 

is independent of charge transfer character. 

Organization of the Thesis 

To outline the contents of the thesis and to emphasize the more 

important results of the study, the content of each chapter is described, 

briefly. In Chapter II the theory of Raman intensities is reviewed and 

a derivation of the resonance Raman scattering tensor, including non-

adiabatic coupling of the crude Born-Oppenheimer states, is presented. 

The expression (equation (16)) is essentially the one first derived by 

Mingardi and Siebrand in 1 9 7 5 . E m p h a s i s here is on the nonadiabatic 

coupling term (20), since it is essential to understanding the unusual 

behavior of excitation profiles in Band V of manganese(III) porphyrins. 

Chapter II also contains introductory sections concerning the chemical 

and electronic structure of typical metalloporphyrins, and, in addition, 

three sections are devoted to the application of the scattering tensor 

(16) to vibronic borrowing of intensity in the absorption spectrum and 

resonance Raman scattering in typical metalloporphyrins. ; Finally, the 

model proposed for including the charge transfer states in metallopor

phyrins is presented, and the implications of this model for resonance 

Raman scattering in these systems are discussed. In Chapter III the 

details of sample preparation, description of the Raman scattering 

apparatus, and experimental techniques are presented? In Chapter IV 

typical Raman spectra are displayed and their qualitative features 

noted; however, emphasis here is on the excitation profiles provided 

by the Raman spectra obtained at different laser exciting frequencies. 
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In Chapter V the results of the resonance Raman study are discussed, 

and emphasis is on three conclusions. (1) A consistent interpretation 

of hyperporphyrin absorption spectra is arrived at and^:1s .'based on elec

tronic band assignments suggested by the resonance Raman spectra of 

Mn(III) and Cr(III) porphyrins, in conjunction with the conclusions 

of Gouterman et al."^ on Cr(III)-porphyrin emission and absorption 

spectra. (2) The importance of nonadiabatic coupling terms in the s: 

Raman tensor in interpreting excitation profiles of Mn(III) porphyrins 

is shown, and (3) evidence based on the Band V excitation profiles 

indicates vibronic activity of some totally symmetric modes. 
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CHAPTER II 

THEORY 

The Theory of Raman Intensities 

The semi-classical theory of scattering of light by a single 

particle based on second order perturbation theory was presented in 1925 
12 13 by Kramers and Heisenberg, and later verified by Dirac on the basis 

of radiation-field theory. The problem of scattering of light by poly-
14 

atomic molecules was considered by Van Vleek, who derived selection 

rules for the vibrational Raman effect, and Placzek,"'"̂  who demonstrated 

that the intensity of molecular Raman scattering arises from the depen

dence of the ground state polarizability on the nuclear vibrations. 

Albrecht"'"^' extended the theory to include vibronic interactions by 
18 

using the crude Born-Oppenheimer states as a basis and expanding 

(Herzberg-Teller)expansion) the electronic integrals to first order in 

the normal coordinates. These theories of Raman intensity do not apply 

when the energy of the light impinging on the molecule is at or near 

resonance with an electronic transition. 

It is clear that any theory of resonance transformation of light 
which is based on second order time dependent perturbation theory, must 

19 20 

include damping, ' otherwise the expression for the transition proba

bilities will contain singularities due to the energy denominators. 

Inclusion of damping of states in transition probabilities was first 
21 22 treated by Wigner and Weisskopf, and subsequently by Heitler and Ma, 
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23 24 25 26 or by others ' using the resolvent formalism. Sushehinskii, 

employing an antihermitian damping operator which represents an addi

tive parte&£ the interaction hamiltonian., arrived at the slame results 

obtained by the method of Heitler and Ma. Although the method is claimed 

to be unphysical because of the antihermitian property of the damping 
19 

hamiltonian, this objection can be removed, since the antihermitian 
27 

damping hamiltonian can be shown to arise naturally from a hermitian 

hamiltonian describing a randomly fluctuating interaction, say an inter

action with the environment. Using the theory of multiplicative sto-

28 
chastic processes the transition probabilities for transformation of 

light by polyatomic molecules (to second order in the perturbation 

theory) can be obtained with damping due to the random interaction included. 

Here, the U-matrix formulation (as opposed to the, S-matrix formulation) 

of the perturbation theory is used so as to include transient effects 
29 

which may be important near resonance. The result is formally identi

cal to Sushehinskii's expressions; however, now the damping coefficients 

are defined in terms of the statistical properties of the fluctuating 
2 A1 30 

interaction hamiltonian. It can be shown ' that S-matrix and U-matrix 

theories give identical results for excitation into a sufficiently broad 

quasicontinuum consisting of overlapping vibronic bands.^ This situation 

is realized for excitation in the visible for metalloporphyrins at room 

temperature; consequently, the transition rate, (equation (A-17)), whose 

derivation is outlined in the Appendix provides the fundamental expres-̂ -

sion from which intensities for resonance Raman scattering are calculated 

in terms of the Raman scattering tensor defined by equation (1) below. 
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The Raman Scattering Tensor 

The applicability of the expressions for resonance Raman intensi

ties to metalloporphyrins rests on the approximations which are made. 

The expressions presented below, were first derived by Mingardi and 
10 

Siebrand and are rederived in order to indicate the approximations 

inherent in their theory. Further approximations are made here, and 

their significance discussed. The expression for the Raman scattering 

tensor which results will be used in a following section to arrive at 

the predicted frequency dependence of Raman line intensities for typical 

metalloporphyrins. 

We begin with the scattering tensor, equation (A-18) in the 

Appendix, 

( A ) , = 5 I 
P A n n l 

<n' R 1>'<± R*; n> <n' R fixi R n> 
' C P ' 1 A ' +

 1 A 1 1 P : 1 

E-. - E , + hv - I R . E. - E - hv - I R . 

i n ; l l n *:J l 

where E_̂  and are the energy and damping coefficient of the exact 

molecular eigenstate |i>, R^ is the pth component of the electric dipole 

operator, and the summation is over all molecular states except n and 

n'. The subscript p = X, Y, Z, the coordinate axes in the molecular 

frame. 

Since the exact molecular eigenstates are not availab§§$§s suitable 

approximates states must be ofeta,̂ ne(i» The adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer :t: t 
31 

states are defined by, 

|iu>' = |i>|u> (2) 

where the electronic state ji> depends on the electronic coordinates q 

and the nuclear coordinates Q; where the vibrational state |u> depends 
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on the nuclear coordinates only. 

If the nuclei were fixed (infinitely massive), then the:electrons 

would satisfy the Schrodinger equation, 

Hji> = E±(Q)|l> (3) 

where H W H - - — T__ is the the electronic hamiltonian, and includes e molecule N 
the nuclear-nuclear, nuclear-electronic, and electronic repulsion poten
tials (V.__, V„..., and V , respectively), and T > T is the nuclear kinetic 

NN Ne ee v J N 

energy operator. The electronic states |i>, satisfying (3), will depend 

parametrically on the nuclear coordinates through V |h and with V"NN 

entering the electronic Schrodinger equation as an additive constant. 

With (2) and (3), the exact Schrodinger equation for the molecule becomes, 

fTN(|i>|u>) - |i>TN|u>} + |i>[TN + Ei(Q)f|u> = E ± u|i>|u> (4) 

where the term :[i>TTlu> is added and subtracted on the left hand side. 1 N 
The first term in the curly brackets gives three terms bilinear in the 

derivatives with respect to the nuclear coordinates—.oneeof these terms 

exactly cancels the second term in the curly brackets. In a first approx

imation, the two remaining terms can be neglected because of the smallness 

of the amplitudes of the nuclear motion in comparison to the internuclear 
31 

distances, and (4) provides a Schrodinger equation for the vibrational 

states |u> and the energy, E^u» of the Born-Oppenheimer state, |iu>J, 
[T N + E.(Q)]|u> - E ± u | u > : (5) 

This says that the nuclei move in the effective potential provided by 
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the electronic energy, E^CQ), which includes V ^ . Conventionally, (5) 

is solved by approximating E^(Q) with a harmonic potential and trans

forming to the normal mode coordinates. The vibrational states are 

then products of the individual normal mode state functions, i.e., 

|u> = UL11 )̂ where the u^ are the quantum numbers of the individual 
K 

harmonic oscillator wave functions, and the vibrational energies are 

given by = ^ V V 
K 

The adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer approximation relies on the differ

ence in response times of the electrons and nuclei due to the great dis

parity in the electronic and nuclear masses. Solution of (3) provides 

the electronic energies ̂ and states under the physically reasonable assump

tion that the nuclei are fixed, and (5) says that the nuclei move in the 

effective potential which is the electronic energy of the relevant state 

as a function of the nuclear coordinates. 

An improved approximation for the molecular states includes the 

operator which couples the adiabatic Born-Oppenheimer states to first 

order in the perturbation. Making the harmonic oscillator approximation 

for the vibrational states and transforming to the normal coordinates, 
Q , the molecular eigenstates can be approximated by K 

< X L < : I | [VL I > L U > ) H I > T

N L U > ] , 
iu> = |i>|u> ± 2 - J 2 ^ . LiLi?—TT~~——-b>W> (6) 

j x Jiu jx 
(j.x^L.u) 

where the matrix element is given by, { ') 

I*>|u>) " |i>TN|u>]= (7) 
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_h 

K 2 yiK 

2 r & 2 5 

<j | <x\-~r{ I i> |u>)•— <j | <x|---̂-|u>|i> 
* - ti K MiK 
<̂xN||̂|i>|u> + ̂If-lî̂  QK 

tJh 
where y.Tr is the reduced mass associated with the K'th mode and the poten-

th 

tial curve in the i -V electronic state. If the electronic matrix elements 

are expanded about the symmetric equilibrium positions, Q"< = 0 for all 

electronic ground state normal modes, we obtain, 

<x <i ' i|[TN( 11> |u» - |I>TN|u>] = n2^E 3QK is<x u>. 

(8) 

K 

+ z 8 |3 
L \-3QL

 J I 3 Q K 

£x u> 

l L . +y!yk.i<iiir-u><£i-L-ii> 
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Li K 

The second equality follows on expressing the electronic matrix in terms 
•8 32 of elements like <#], ; 7^^[m^. as far as possible, and on neglecting elec-

K 

tronic matrix elements containing higher than second order derivatives 

with respect to the nuclear coordinates. The subscript zero indicates 

that the matrix elements are to be evaluated at Q = 0. 

Keeping only the term linear in |"TnH i£ i-n (8)» and expanding 
K ° 

the electronic states, |i>, about Q = 0 we have to first order in 

^ I F Q - L 1 ! ) F O R < 6 > > 

K 
iu> = |ig]i> + Z Z * j | | 5 r | i g | j g Q K | u > (9) 

3 k TC 

3 x K I K lu jx 
(j,x^i,u) 

and 

L U | = < I I § U I - Z E <I||q-IJ6<UIv̂O U O ) 

j K **K 

j IX K y > T r E. - E . * | J | 0 , . i. \ jK lu ix (l,x#x,u) J J 

since -T7T— is an anti-hermitian operator. 
9 Q K 
To obtain the electronic matrix elements appearing in (9) and 
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(10) we need the electronic states i>. These are given by (3), which 

can be solved in an approximate manner by expanding the electronic-nuclear 
3V. Ne, potential about Q-= 0 and by using the linear term, £ ( — — ) _QT/'. as - ~ 

K K '*'' ' 
the perturbation. In employing the conventional treatment here, we dif-? 

fer from Mingardi and Siebrand. 10 In terms of the state ig defined by 

H e ( Q = 0 ) | i g = E ° | i 5 : (11) 

the electronic state |i> to first order (Herzberg-Teller) is, 

i> = 
K 

hi SH K E ° - E J ° K ' J ° 

where h = <j | ê-Sfy]|g. and,,,-: 

K " ? 
K m m 

_eZ. 

9Q 
IS-' 
K 

i> 
Q = 0 

(13) 

where r , is the distance between m t n electron and the A t n nucleus with mA 
charge Z^|e|. Using the states (12) the electronic matrix element 

<J llor|:L5= K 
IIL 

E i E j 

4r linear and higher order terms i 

therriuelear^coordinates^ _ Q 

(14) 
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From (14) it is obvious that only the second term in (8) will be linear 
K K in h.., so that (9) and (10) include all terms linear in h... 

With (14) substituted into (9) and (10), and the harmonic 

oscillator identity, 

<x||Hu> = ^ i ^ ( S n-5 . , ) < x | q J u > 19Q ' f\ x,u-l : x,u+l 1 XK' 

K = - <ufe- x> = JK 3K(6 -6 .1)<uOx>> (15) 1 dQ^1 fi u,x-l u,x+l 1 K K 
th th where is the angular frequency of the K mode for the i electronic 

level, we are now in a position to write down the scattering tensor to 

first order in h ^ . Due to the large energy denominator, the first term 

in (1) can be neglected for resonance excitation and the sum over states 

in the last term can be restricted to those states |iu> such that 

E . - E %hv,, where E = E „ + e , ! ; E , R T - being the energy of the lowest 

iu gw gw gO »w &rg0 r-a .3.f, t.'.e enerf̂  ox z a e lovsst 

vibrational level of the electronic ground state |g>, and the vibra

tional energy of the w t l 1 level. With these simplifications the scattering 

tensor at resonance can be written as, 
( a ) = A + B + C + D + F (16) 
pa vw pa pa pa pa pa 

V - ^ V ^ v M ^ M | u><u 1 w> 
Apa = A L J Z ^ E ] \ ^ -hv-ir. (17) 

l u i u gv L 1 U 

B a A ^ ^ f r t ' ^ ^ O 0 i u I H K ( E : - E . ) ( E . - E -hv-ir. ) ( 1 8 ) 

i J in gv L iu 

P 
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x < M.aMP.<v|u><uIQ Iw> + M.P M ? <v|Q Iu><uIw> ) ig gj 1
 K lg jg I X K ' 1 

P° ^ i Y ' 3
 ( E ! - E - hv - IF. ) ( E ° - E ° ) 

I U j^g K I U gw I U j g 

K 

(20) 
I u J ^ i x K ( E T - E ) ( E . - E - hv - i r . ) 

i 1 iu gy. 1 U 

x<hvJMi7MP.<v|.Ta><ulQTr|x><x|w>(6 _ ) ( E . - E . ) _ 1 

* Hir.K--igr.g3̂ _RJ R — J ~ K (

 R - - : L : I - / "U^x-l—uxx+p^: iu jx ^ . 

= hv hi? M ^ . < v | x > < x | Q T R R U > < U | w > ( < S R -5„, _ ) ( E . - E . ) 1 ( . 

V = - 4 ^ z ^ 4 - - ( R O . K O ) ( E ; K . H V . L R . ) ; ; ( 2 1 ) 

3 g iu gW, 7 7 1 1 1 

x /M.Q.M.phw._:<vIQ>lx^.x<[:ti>%.u:TWS( n-6.- ) \EV - E . ) 1 

| Ji ig ]K | HK' ' ' „ •_' : V , X T - 1 -v,x+l gv jx 

- M A . M . P ; ) J A ) t,<v|u><u|x><x|Qtr|w>(6 -65 ) ( E - E . ) - 1y gi I J " gK 1 1 | XK' x,w-l x,w+ly gw jx t\ 

where M F \ E gii^R^LJG. The physical interpretation of the terms of (16) 

will become clear when (16) is applied to Raman scattering in metallo--

porphyrins. The terms A, B, and C of (16) correspond to the A, B, and C 

http://Hir.K--igr.g3
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terms of Albrechthowever, the D and F terms, which result from the 

first order nonadiabatic correction, do not appear in the earlier theory. 
34 

As&has^ been pointed out, the conventional method of evaluating 

îjl̂;ljp> iiêpldyed,: int(11)-(14) must be used with caution. The energy 

denominator in (14) has been used by others to drastically reduce the 

number of intermediate states contributing to the Raman scattering 

through vibronic mixing, although in some cases systematic cancellation 

for nearby states may make coupling with states far away in energy non-

negligible. However, the method appears safe for metalloporphyrin 

systems and has been retained here. 

Anotherr poihe: that might be raised is whether terms with diagonal 

matrix elements of the form <i:|-̂ Q—|ig are present, since they are 

omitted in the sum appearing in the conventional expansion.(12), but are 

not formally excluded in the forms.. (9) ands.ŝ ili%)s for example. However, 

if the conventional expansion (i.e. (12)) is appropriate, then diagonal 
K t3 2 

terms do not appear until second order in K. ., e.g. in the term <if, 9 |i£ 
in (8). This differs from the recently modified theory of Peticolas3b 

in which diagonal coupling matrix elements appear at first order. 

The ̂ expression (16) with non-adiabatic coupling terms present (at 

least to first order) represents an improvement in the Albrecht theory— 

one which is essential in understanding the frequency dependence of Raman 

line~iritehsities for Mn.(lil) pofphyriris. 

Structure and Symmetry of Metalloporphyrins 
37 

Metalloporphyrins are metal ion containing macrocyclic tetra-

pyrrole structures which are formally derived from porphin by substi-
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tution of some of the eightyperiphemliihydrogen-atoms, wrt'h-3/jario..us- .side 

groups and the two imino hydrogens with the centrally located metal ion. 

In metal etioporphyrin I (Figure 3) the 1, 3, 5, and 7 positions carry 

methyl side chains, the 2, 4, 6, 8 positions carry ethyl side chains. 

In manganese(III) etioporphyrin I complexes the Mn(III) ion requires an 

additional negative valence ligand. These anions were chloride, iodide, 

and thiocyanate radicals in the present study. 

The symmetry of Mn(III)EtioIX is formally C^, however, the porphy

rin skeleton itself permits use of symmetry classification. For 

comparison with other metalloporphyrin studies it is convenient to use 

the higher symmetry labels, although normal modes containing contribu

tions from the peripheral substituents will reflect lower symmetry. 

Metalloporphyrin Excited States 

In this section we outline the pertinent features of low lying 

excited states for metalloporphyrins having typical absorption spectra. 
4 

A four orbital model has been proposed by Gouterman on the basis of 

molecular orbital calculations. The model is supported by optical absorp

tion, emission,.and magnetic circular dichroism(MCD) spectra and the 
3 38 

effects on the first two due to changes in the substituents. ' 
4 39 

Molecular orbital calculations ' indicate the highest filled 

molecular orbitals of the ir-ring system to be non-degenerate orbitals of 

symmetry a-^u(J!^ a n d a 2 u ^ ^ " ^ e l ° w e s t u n f f H e d orbitals are doubly-

degenerate orbitals of e (TT*) symmetry. The ground state configuration 

2 2 

C alu (TT) , a^ u (TT)) gives rise to a molecular ground state of A ^ symmetry; 

the two singly excited configurations ( a ^ C O , e (ir*)), and (a2u^1T^» 



E M 

Figure 3. Structure of Manganese(III) Etioporphyrin I: The Anion 
is Complexed to the Metal Above the Plane.(M=Methy1, E= 
Ethyl) 
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e (IT*)) give rise to doubly-degenerate molecular states of E symmetry, g u 
(Figure 4) In all molecular orbital calculations the a2u^^ orbital 

lies much higher than the a-^u('n) orbital. However, due to the crudeness 

of the calculations it is expected that the top filled orbitals are 

actually much closer in energy. Thus, it is expected that the two 

excited E^ molecular states are nearly degenerate (accidental), and, 

consequently, they are strongly mixed via the interaction between the 

electrons in the two configurations. The E^ molecular states, Q and B 

(Figure 4), arising from the perturbation yield sharply different transi

tion moments; the state B gaining most of the intensity, while intensity 
33 

in the Q band absorption occurs primarily by vibronic coupling to the 
40 

B bahd(Soret) . (Figure 1) 
Vibronic Coupling in Metalloporphyrins 

In order to introduce the ideas of vibrational coupling, we briefly 
33 

consider vibronic borrowing of intensity in' the absorption spectrum of 

metalloporphyrins. Using arguments similar to those employed in deriving 

the scattering tensor (16), the transition dipole for absorption from the 

lowest vibrational level of the ground state to an excited state vibra

tional level can ;be shown to be, 
> M.p h.K.<u|Q• |0> 

<iu|R |g0> '= M <u|0> + -2i 2-̂ 00 ' ( 2 2 ) 

p 1 S j K E : - E : 
i J 

where the symbols are defined as before, and the non-adiabatic contribu-
34 

tion has been omitted. The contributio-nrto the absorption (or extinc

tion coefficient, e) from the transition | g0> | iu> is proportional to 
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e (TT ) g 

a l u ( 7 r ) 4~t" 4-4 
Ground State 

Configuration 
Symmetry: 

Is ( a ) 

4-+ 4-4 
Lowest Excited State 

Configurations 
E E 

( alu' eg> 
(a2u'V 

u Soret 

a 

t 2 2 v 

Before CI 
Molecular States 

(b) 
After CI 

Figure 4. Ground andlExcited State (a) Configurations and (b) 
Molecular States Before and After Configuration Interaction 
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<iu R gO> L . 

where we have assumed f<1|Q | 0 > | « \<1|Q |6>|, (L^K), in keeping only 
K Li 

th 
the L term in the sum:over normal modes. (See below.) 

For the state Q the transition dipole M« is small, therefore, the 

first term in (22) is negligible for the |GO > -> |Q1T> transition. Here 
Li LI 

|GO > -> |Q1T> indicates the transition from the electronic ground state 
Li Li 

th 
with no vibrational modes excited to the excited state Q where the L 
mode is excited by one quantum; the occupation number of the other mode 

p 

is zero. In the second term, the energy denominator and M. favor nearby 

states j which are strongly allowed. For metalloporphyrins all states 

in the sum over state in (22), except B, can be neglected due to (1) the 

larger energy denominator and (2) the usually small (compared to B) 

electronic transition dipole for other allowed rr r r * states. (The pos

sible symmetry types for TT TT* orbitals—a. , a„ , b, , b„ , and e , 
y lu 2u lu 2u g 

are determined by the antisymmetry of IR orbitals with respect to reflec

tion in the X-Y plane of the moleculer, Thus, the possible molecular 

states arising from singly-excited configurations are of A^,g, A^g. ^^g' 

B^g. and symmetry, and of these only the E^ states are electric di

pole allowed.) In addition^smetalloporphyrins have no permanent dipole 

moment, and M P p = X, Y, Z vanishes. As a consequence the transition 
th 

dipole for the 0-1 transition for the state Q and the L vibrational 

(i.e. GO -> Ql ) mode is, 
JLi JLI 

<Q11 R p I G0> : H^ Gh B
L
Q<l | QL10> [ E ^ ] " 1 (23) 

P 
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Two predictions result from (23): (1) a vibrationally induced 

(0-1) absorption band should appear on the high energy side of"the 

GO -> QO (0-0) transition (Figure li) and (2) a large contribution to the 

absorption in the Q band should come from those vibrations effective in 
K coupling Q and B through h The 0-0 absorption peak is called the a 

B Q . 

band and the 0-1 peak the $ ••band. 

The symmetry of the vibrations effective in coupling Q and B can 

be determined from the matrix elements h defined by (13). The operator 
BQ 

, 3 V N e 

~-9Q ^Q~0 ^ a S t* 1 6 s a m e symmetry in the space of the electrons that Q̂ . 
K 

16 K 
has in the configurations-space of the nuclei. For h^- not to vanish, 

BQ 

the direct product of the irreducible representations to which the 

states B and Q belong must contain the irreducible representation of the 

K***1 normal mode.4"*" Since both B and Q are E states, reference to a 
. u 

character table for the group gives, 

r_ x r = r_ x r = a + a + b, + b , (24) 
B Q Eu lu lg 2g lg 2g 

that is, only vibrational modes of a^g» a2g' ^lg' a n d ^2g s v m m e t r ^ e s G a n 

couple the states Q and B. Thus, modes of theseasymmetries contribute 

to the 0-1 absorption band for the Q state. Furthermore, since the matrix 

element, h , appears in the resonance Raman scattering tensor (16), this QB 
selectionf rules also Me'termines which vibrational modes will contribute 

to the Raman scattering for all of the terms of (16).other than the A 
40 

term. In the cyclic polyene model of Perrin, Gouterman, and Perrin, 

only the non-totally symmetric vibrations of a2g> ^ig' a n c* ^2g s v r a m e t : r y 

are vibronically active. Although allowed group-theoretically, the a^ 
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vibration is inactive in this model which also discards bending modes. 

Consideration of porphyrin rather than a sixteen membered cyclic polyene, 

shows that it is feasible for pyrrole ring coordinates of a^ g symmetry 

to be vibronically active also. (Chapter V ) . 

Resonance Raman Scattering in Metalloporphyrins 
42 

It has been demonstrated experimentally that vibrations effec

tive in mixing Q and B states dominate the Raman spectrum in metallopor

phyrins and in related heme proteins for resonance excitation in the Q 

band. On the other hand, it is the totally symmetric modes which dominate 
43 

the Raman spectrum upon excitation into the B (Soret) band. In this 

section these general features of resonance Raman scattering in metallo-
) 

porphyrins are examined in terms of the scattering tensor (16). The 

polarization properties of the Raman active modes are also considered. 

Some simplification of the scattering tensor (16) is possible for 

metalloporphyrin systems. First, the Q and B bands are each composed 

of two degenerate states, Q v , Q__, and B v, B v , which form the basis for 
X Y A i 

an representation of the group. The components of the states Q 

and B can be labeled X and Y, since the pair of coordinates.X, Y trans

form like E^. As a consequence, the sum over the resonant states i in 

(17)-j('2i)includes i = Q v , Q v for excitation into the Q band, and includes 
A I 

i = B , B v for resonance with the Soret. 
A I 

Second, as in the previous section the lack of a permanent electric 
dipole moment and the large energy denominator E? - E^ allows, .us to 

0 ^ 

neglect the terms C and F of (16) involving vibronic coupling with the 

ground state. Third, the energy denominator E^ - E^ in the B and D terms 
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suggests that only nearby, strongly-allowed states need by considered in 

the sum over states |l. For example, since the B state is typically near 

the state Q(E^ - ;>, 5000 cm"1""*") and strongly allowed, the terms with B Q 
j = B , B dominate the sum over j for resonance with the Q band. Finally, X I 

the D term can probably be neglected, since an extra factor of hw /5000 : 
-1 

cm < 1/3 appears in the D term but not in the B term. 

With these simplifications the Raman scattering tensor for the 

fundamental of the L*"*1 normal mode can be written as, 

(KL 0-KL 
(a ) * A + B L (25) 

XJ 

where for resonance with the Q band, 

\a - L u / ^ l -Ê n-hv-irn
 (26) 

Q-Q X>Q Y u Qu GO Qu 

V =" £ 2 £ 2 _ V _ _ 
Q=Q X,Q Y u B= B X > B Y K V 0 o ^ ,j (27) 

( ! W ( EQu- EG0- h v- i rQu ) 

and similar expressions hold for excitation into the B band. In (25-)T(27), 

the zero temperature approximation (|w>=|0>, |v>=|l_>) has been made, 

and is appropriate since the frequency of the vibrations of interest are 
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greater than the thermal frequency, kT := 200 cm 

The qualitative features of Q band resonance Raman spectra can 

now be explained in terms of the relative contribution to Raman scatter

ing from the A and B terms (26) and (27). Ignoring the Frank-Condon 

factors for the moment, we see that the A term is proportional to 
2 K 0 0 —1 

M Q G , whereas the B term is proportional to n
G B

M Q g M
B G [ E

B ~ E Q ] 

Since M ^ ^ M ^ , it is conceivable that the extra energy denominator of 

the B term (typically, Ê -EJ? = 6000 cm "*") can be compensated by the 
presence of thellarger transition dipole of the B state, provided the 

vibronic coupling energy, h-^, is sufficient. This is actually the case 

for metalloporphyrins when excitation is in the Q band absorption. As 

a consequence, the B term of (25) dominates, and primarily non-totally 

symmetric vibrations which couple B and Q dominate the Raman spectra. 
44 

This view is substantiated by estimates of the vibronic coupling energy 

(4000 cm "*") in the related cobalamin complexes placing it close to the 

energy gap between Q and B. 

In contrast, upon excitation into the Soret band, it is the A 

term contribution which is enhanced, since now the A term is quadratic 

in the stronger transition dipole of the Soret band. For-there to be 

an A term contribution at all, the potential curve of the ground state 

must differ from the excited state potential curve, otherwise I <11 u>:<u| 0>=F0 

for all u due to orthogonality of the harmonic oscillator wavefunctions 
45 

of the ground and excited states. Usually, the molecular distortion 

in the excited state is totally symmetric and, as such can be resolved 

into components along only the totally symmetric normal modes; hence, 

only totally symmetric modes can gain intensity from the A terms. Indeed, 

[ 
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it is the a., modes which dominate the Raman spectrum for Soret band res-lg 
onance excitation. 

We now turn to the polarization properties of the Raman active 

modes. They symmetry of the vibrations appearing in the Raman spectrum 

is obtained from these polarization properties of the Raman lines. The 

depolarization ratio p is defined by 

where Ij^ and I| j are the scattered intensities polarized perpendicular 

and parallel to the polarization of the incident light. From tabulated 

tensor patterns for symmetry (or directly from (25) and Table I), 

the predicted depolarization ratio-for a mode of a given symmetry in 

terms of the tensor invariants 6g, 6 , and 6 is, 

- 6 + 4 6-6 
o = — £ ^ — M (29 

2 ( W V 

where the tensor invariants * are defined by 

I 

8= •!-/ (28) 

(a )(a ) 
v ppy acr 

(30) 

(31) 

and 

**Y (a )(a W 
P»CT 

(32) 
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The tensor patterns for the Raman active modes symmetry) are: 

llg 

s o cr o s.L 0" 
6 o s„ 

(33) 

(a ) 
pcra 

2g 

(a X lg 
fa % pa'b 2g 

4, s3 
0 

~ S 3 ° 0 (34) 

. 0 0 0 

S, 0 4 0 -

0 -S. 4 0 { (35) 

0 0 

0 S| 

0 0 '(36) 

0 o 0/ 

From the tensor patterns (33)-(36), the invariants 6£, 6 , and 5 are 
r (J H 

obtained from (30)-(32) for each symmetry, and (29) gives the depolari

zation ratio. The results are: p = 1/8, p = 0 0, p~ = p, = 3/4 
alg a2g blg b2g 

The a^^ vibrations are polarized (p); the a^^ vibrations are inversely 

(or anomalously) polarized* (ip or ap); and the b^ and b£g vibrations 

are depolarized (dp). 

Examination of the character table for the group shows that 

the tensor components a n c !
 ayz Del0n& t o the-Je representation; 
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therefore, modes of this symmetry may be Raman active, in addition to the 

a:' , a„ , b- , and b 9 modes which couple E states. Modes of e symmetry 
^g ^g -Lg Zg U g 

derive intensity by coupling an Ea state with states of ^2g' ^lg* ° r 

^2g> symmetry• F ° r metalloporphyrins, states of the required symmetry 

are not sufficiently near the Q and B states, for Raman scattering from 

coupling with these states to be of the same magnitude as scattering due 

to Q-B coupling. For e vibrational modes the depolarization ratio 

varies between 3/4 away from resonance to a possible resonance value of 2. 

Frequency Dependence of Raman Intensities 

in Metalloporphyrins 

Before examining resonance Raman scattering in atypical metallo

porphyrins such as Mn(III) porphyrins, and, in particular, the dependence 

of Raman intensities on the frequency of the exciting radiation, it is 

of interest to see how the Raman frequency dependence is obtained from 
47 

(25) for typical metalloporphyrins. For excitation in the Q band rer:< 

gion, (25) holds with A and B terms given by (26) and (27). First, 

consider a vibration which drives its intensity from the B term. These 

vibrations, called Herzberg-Teller modes,are primarily the non-totally 

symmetric modes. The frequency dependence is contained in the energy 

denominators of the terms in the sums indicated in (27). In principle 

the frequency dependence may be quite complicated. Fortunately, the 

Frank-Condon factors and transition moments in the numerator determine 

which terms in the sum over u and K will be most significant. Assuming 
th 

the potential curves for the L normal mode in the ground state and 

the state Q are identical, all terms in the sum over K vanish except 
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for u = 0, 1 due to orthogonality of the harmonic oscillator wavefunctions 

In this case (27) reduces to 

h L i M V 

B - _ x . , . nQB ) QG GB 

P * Q " Q V B = B ^ , B V E ° - E ° ( E

Q r E G 0 - h - i r Q l < 3 7> 

QG GB 
: : EQ0- EG0- h V- i rQ0 

47 
Given the symmetry of the vibration further simplification is 

possible. In the next section, the symmetry required for a normal mode 

to couple Q , Q , B , and B by one-electron operators, such as h^, are 
K i X Y 

determined, and displayed in Table I in terms of the one-electron matrix 

elements. For example, from Table,I, hjj _ = - h ̂  _. , and HJL = 0 
Q X B V Q Y B y QB 

otherwise, for an a„ vibration. In addition, transition moments like 2g Y 
M Q G - O ^ X ^ ^ B = °* s i n c e ^yl^O a n d t r a n s f o r m l i k e different 

X 41 rows of the same unitary representation. 

With these additional simplifications the XY tensor component for 

an mode becomes, 

L '̂VW x ^ 
B X Y = " E°-E° I E Q O - E G 0 - h V - i r Q o " K

Q r E G 0 - h V - C T Q l > ^ 
B Q V 

Also, note that B^ = B^ and B L =v0, p o £ X, Y, (i.e. the scattering 

tensor is antisymmetric for an a^g mode as in (34)). 

For the a- , b_ , and b n vibrations a similar expression holds, 
lg lg 2g — 
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except a + sign occurs between the two terms in (38). From the Appendix* 

equation (A-17), the intensity I for a Herzberg-Teller mode is por-
B L 2 portional to E f B I . Figure 5 shows a plot of p ,a' pa 1 6 

l B ? i l E Q 0 - E G 0 - M - i r Q 0
 ±

 V^GCf ^ V 

where the upper (lower) sign holds for a_ , b- , and b_ (a„ ) modes. 
lg lg 2g 2g 

The minus (plus) sign results in more (less) intensity between the 0-0 

and 0-1 maxima and shifts these peaks toward (away from) each other. 

Note that the 0-0 and 0-1 intensities are equal. 

In arriving at these results we have assumed the potential curves 

in the states G and Q are identical. This assumption is supported by 
the near equality of the vibrational frequencies for the ground state and 

48 
the state Q. Furthermore, only a very small shift in the equilibrium 

44 

position is expected for non-totally symmetric modes. 

For modes which derive intensity from the A term, called Frank-

Condon modes, the Frank-Condon factors again determine which of the terms 
47 

in the sum over u are significant. Primarily a modes acquire inten

sity from the A term, since it is usually along these modes that the 

molecule is distorted in the excited state. The frequencies of the 

Raman active a ^ vibrations in the ground state and the state Q are nearly 

equal; however, a small shift in the equilibrium position of the poten-
44 

tial curves is expected. In a study of the cobalamin complexes the 

shift,A , for the 1502 cm ^ Raman mode was found to be 0.35 in dimen-

sidtiiess coordinates =V* , Q , where S £ is the angular frequency in 
K L ̂ n... K K . - , -

both "the ground sfate^and the--excited state and m̂ . is the mass associated 
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v K = 1377 cm 1 

r/2 = 350 cm" 

•3000 -2000 -1000 0 

A = E. n - E n lO gO 

1000 2000 

Figure 5. Raman Intensity as a Function of Exciting Frequency: 
B Term Only, Minus Sign (a , a —Frank-Condon) , 

^-Herlberg-Teller) Plus Sign (b- , b_ , lg 2g lg 
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th 
with the K normal mode. In these coordinates the root mean square• 

2 J-> displacement, (<C > ) f o r the lowest vibrational level is equal to one. 
K 

In order to determine which of the terms in the sum over vibra

tional levels is largest in (17), the Frank-Condon factors are calculated 

assuming a shift, A , in the equilibrium position, and assuming the 
K 

vibrational frequency in the ground and excited states is the same. 

Under these assumptions the harmonic oscillator wave functions are: (5
KI v • \ v«*> (40) 

for the ground state, and in the excited state, 

th 

where H ( K V ) is the I L . Hermite polynomial! and-1 N is the normali-

za t ion const an t /ir 2 .û .! . 
i th 49 The overlap factor (u^ |v ) for the K normal mode is calculated 

K K 
from (40) and (41), 

,+v -2m i .....2-/o min(u„ v,r) , - Nv -m , , .^Ys • K (uĵ) = (VvK-)-V̂2
 V ^

 KMI V V A K 
m (t^-m) !m! (v -m) ! 

(42) 

which for v = 0, becomes, 
K 

q ( U k | 0 ) g = (V)-4̂« (43) 
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and for v = 1, K 

^ l1} G " <V! rV̂K̂Aj" -A J ] (44) 
i 

From (43) and (44) it is clear that the overlap factors go rapidly to 

zero as û . increasesdf the shift is less than unity. For example, 

if A = 0.5,the ratio.of (210) to (6|0) is already 0.18. 

The Frank-Condon factors appearing in (17) or (26) can be written 

in terms of (43) and (44) as, 

:l|u><u|0> = ( l l ^ ^ l O f J t l C p l ^ ^ l O y = (T|u L)(u L|0)F L - - ; (45) 

From (45) it is observed that the largest :terms are;those for which a 

maximum number of the overlap factors (u |v ) appear with u ~= v . Two 
K K K K 

terms will be large—the terms with u^ = 0 and 1, with û . = 0 for 

L. Neglecting all but these two terms, the intensity from the A term 

is proportional to 

A " 'E
QrEG0-hv-irQl EQ0- EG0- h v- l rQ0 do) -— 9 2—•— -

1 l G ' E Q l - E G 0 - h v - i r Q l E Q O - E G O - h V - i r Q o ' 

~2 A ? 2 
A -AZi 1-AZ 

Ae ; 

E
QrEG0-hv-irQl E Q 0 - E G 0 - h V - i r Q l 

For A<1, the frequency dependence for a Frank-Condon mode from (46) 
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is similar to that for an a^ mode (see Figure 5), since the sigh 

between terms is minus. However, the intensity at the 0-1 peak must 

be less than at the 0-0 peak since the numerators are unequal in this 

case, arid the ratio of the 0-0 and 0-1 intensities may provide an esti

mate of the shifts in the potential curves. 

Inclusion of Charge Transfer States 

For the atypical metallophorphyrins, e.g. Cr(III), Fe(III), and 

Mn(III) porphyrins, extra bands appear in the optical * absorption spectrum, 

which are not attributable to the Q and B states of typical metallopor

phyrins. These bands may arise from low lying transitions from porphyrin 

moleeular:\orbitalsctorrmetal,?.o.rMtalsao.r:lfrom5metal-to-porphyrin transi

tions, i.e. charge transfer transitions. In a recent study of the Cr(III), 
11 

Mri(III), and Fe(III) hyperporphyrins Gouterman et al. coffered band 

assignments for the Cr(III) porphyrin, absorption spectra. Arguments 

advanced there show that the iterative extended Huckel calculations 

considerably underestimate the energy of charge transfer transitions. 

If, contrary to the calculation for Cr(III) porphyrins, the charge trans

fer states (a^(ir), a£u^ 1 T^ eg^ir^ w e r e higher in energy than the 
IT -> IT* states (a_ (IT), a 0 (TT) -> e (ir*)), then the authors obtained a lu zu g 
consistent interpretation of Cr(III) porphyrin emission and absorption 

spectra. They proposed that Band V in the absorption spectra of Cr(III) 

complexes is mainly Soret-like, while the near uv bands contain appre

ciable a2 u( 7 T)» alu^ 1 T^ eg^ir^ c n a r 8 e transfer character. These arguments 

were extended to Mh(III) g©mpiexes,; placirig the" energy of the porphyriri^tb-

metal d transition near that of the IT -3- IT state. Figure 6. It is 
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Figure 6 . Manganese(III) Porphyrin Molecular Orbital Energy Levels 
for the Ground State Including Metal d-Orbitals 
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proposed that the four configurations of E symmetry arising from the 

u y 
promotions a 0 (tt), a_ (it) -> e (tt ) and a 0 (tt) , a. (tt) -> e (d ) suffer 2u lu g 2u lu g 
configuration interaction (CI) to yield the states evident in bands III, 

V, V , and VI of the Mn(III) porphyrin absorption spectrum (Figure 2). 

This "8-orbital model" is developed in this section and the qualitative 

features of resonance Raman scattering for such a system are discussed. 
8 9 

Boucher has proposed ' that some of Band III-VI and V^ correspond 

to the allowed out-<sf-plane charge transfer transition, a2 u^ 7 r)
 aiĝẑ' 

and the in-plane transitions, b l - ( T r ) , a' (tt) -> e (d ) , where the primed 
2u 2u g TF 

orbitals are the next-to-highest filled 7T-orbitals. If the in-plane 

charge transfer transitions proposed by Boucher mix with the tt •+ tt 

transitions, then the Raman scattering differs from the model proposed 

and discussed here in this section. In view of this difference the donor 

orbitals may be distinguishable by resonance Raman studies. 

The resonance Raman scattering amplitudes for non-totally symmetric 

modes are determined by the vibrational coupling matrix elements 

Q<i|(9VNe/9Q̂)̂|j> where | ig and |jg are the CI mixed molecular states. 

We employ as basis for |ig a 50-50 mixture of singly excited configura

tions which represent Q and B states and use this ratio as well for 

charge transfer states C and D. The states |ig are multielectron Slater 

determinants of the spin molecular orbitals. However, in writing ex

pressions for the states only the partially filled orbitals are shown 
* 3 

explicitly; the X-components of the two tt - > tt states are: 

V 5 ( 2>" 2' [ ( a2u egX> " ( a l u e g Y ) ] 
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|QX> = (2)" %t(a 2 ue g x) + ( a ^ ) ] (47b) 

and, the X-components of the charge transfer states are: 

V = (2)-' SKa 2 ud x z) - ( a ^ ) ] 

For the Y-components of B and Q, 

1 V ~ (^r^uV) " ( » i„ e
8i> ] ( 4 9 b ) 

and, the Y-components of the charge transfer states C and D are: 

|C?> = (2)- ! 5[a 2 ud Y Z) + ( a ^ ) ] (50a) 

I'V S ( 2>" ! 5[ ( a2u dYZ ) - ' ^ l u V 1 ( 5 0 b ) 

with (a d ) = (2) 2(fa- d | - |a d •') where the bar denotes a 8 JLu X Z - L U A Z _LU A Z 

spin-orbital in the determinant. Similar expressions hold for the other 

configurations. 

Symmetries of one-electron operators which yield non-zero matrix 

elements are displayed in Table I. Perturbing operators which couple 

porphyrin TT molecular orbitals are underlined, those that involve at 

least one metal-centered orbital (d v , d v ) are hot. The table is 

X Z i z 



Tabll 1. Symmetries Required to Mix States (Before CI) by One-Electron Perturbations 
(-a. + a' ) (-a. + b_ ) (-a." - b. ) lg lg v

 _2g. _2g_ _lg_ lg 
("aig + aig) 

â  _= M<alu|hK|alu>+<a2u|hK|a2u>] 

f2g ̂lul̂V 

llg 
'2g 

(-!̂  + aig) 

lig 
'2g 

'lg 

lg 

0 

2g 

lg 

^ + V 
(-a. + a.* ) (-a_ + b- ) (-a" - b. ) lg lg 2g 2g' _l_g lg 

* One-electron matrix element not involving metal orbitalB aare: underlined, t The table is symmetric. 
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3 V N e 

and, |Q > is given by, 
A 

- ^ | > ^ ^ V ^ T c ' - l a ^ a ^ l + l a ^ a ^ l - l a ^ I ^ } ~~(52) 

Substituting (51) and (52) into the matrix element 

< B Y l ( ^ ) f f lQx> = ..K(n) O t> = v | v v : h K , V x > - 4<a l u|h K|a 2.S (53) 

+ 4<e J.hK|e „> - 4<a^ |hK-|a0 >1 
1 2u J 

K 

= -a + b 0 _2g _2g_ 

where .//orthogonality of the molecular orbitals has been-used.. In 

"other matrix elements in the Table, one-electron matrix elements arising 

from other than the top-most four electrons cancel term-by-term. The 

expression for the diagonal elements in the table is obtained when the 

ground state perturbation energy is taken as zero. The last equality 

gives the symmetry of the modes which can give a non-vanishing one-electron 

obtained by forming the matrix elements of \-7r-r—L with states from a 

row and column. For example, the Slater determinate representing the 

state |BY> is, 

file:///-7r-r
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matrix element, and, hence, couple |B > and |QV>. For instance, |e ) 
X A g A 

transforms like X; e T T) transforms like Y; therefore, a non-zero matrix 
i g Y / 

element can result if the normal mode transforms like the product XY, 

which belongs to the r e P r e s e n t a t i ° n « 

Unless a vibration contains a significant contribution from a 

metal-nitrogen stretch, one-electron integrals of the form <d^|h^|d_>, 
<d... h la., >, or <d |h„|an > will be small compared to those involving TT K lu v TT K 2u ° 
porphyrin TT orbitals alone, e. g. <a^u|h£.|a.^>, etc. This arises (1) 

from the form of the one-electron coupling operator (Eq. 13), (2) from 

the localized character offthe metal orbitals which results in diminished 

overlap between metal and porphyrin ir orbitals, and (3) the small con

tribution from Mn-N stretching for Raman active modes. Zerner and 

Gouterman"^ have noted that d orbitals of transition metals will mix 
TT 

with porphyrin e (TT*) orbitals; however, the acceptor mol&cular orbitals 

are 85-95% metal and are not significantly delocalized beyond the pyrrole 
51 

nitrogens. Furthermore, preliminary calculations of Raman active modes 
-1 52 

and metal isotope shifts of infrared active vibrations (200-400£em~ ) 

suggest small (15%) contributions from v(Mn-N), even at low frequencies. 

To see that one electron integrals involving the metal orbitals 

may indeed be small, consider, for example, the one-electron matrix 

element 

<d |hK|e > XZ 1 1 gX - fx*A ( r , ) X p (r )hK(r )dr (54) J XZ gX 

where 
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m 

+ *- r3Rm(v 
a/-eZ . VI -eZ ( r . - S (0))- ° K 

l - - ^ E i m ) ! _ 2 " - ? - - " " - ' JQ^O (55) V » 1̂-̂(0)13 
where r. is the position of the i*"*1 electron and R (Q_r) is the position l m K 
of the mt^1 nucleus in the molecular frame. XJ (r.) are the molecular 

dXZ 1 

orbital wavefunctions. There can be a contribution to the integral 

from only the region of the moleculerfor which the orbitals overlap. 
K -> 

If h (r^) is negligible in the overlap region, then the inegral will 

vanish. In the present case the molecular orbitals are localized in 

different regions of the moleculeand the overlap region is small com

pared to the size of the molecule. That: is, the region of integration 

is (54) is restricted to the metal-nitrogen bond region. In addition, 

the nuclei neighboring the overlap region are favored in the sum in (55). 

Unless there is a normal mode which involves considerable metal and 
nitrogen movement for a displacement along the normal coordinate, ^ 
r ^ ( Q R ) | 3Q T 

will be small; <d x z|h K|e x > will be small, since h K(r)) is 
L JQ=0 
small in the region of integration. 

Totally symmetric vibrations which dominate the resonance Raman 

spectrum upon Band V excitation of Mn(III)EtioIX, are thought to originate 

from the A term, as is the case for resonance excitation in the Soret 

band. Therefore, no information concerning vibronic coupling in or 

symmetry groups is discernible from a ^ intensities with only Band V 

excitation. On the other hand, non-totally symmetric modes require 

interaction between excited electronic states and examination of Table 1 

yields the following conclusions: (1) vibronic coupling between |c> and 
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|D> will result in a_ (polarized) and a„ (anomalously polarized) 
lg 2g 

vibrations but not depolarized lines, and (2) to obtain depolarized 

lines, either |B> or |Q2 must be present in |v> following configuration 

interaction. 

One more point should be made. If, as Boucher has proposed, the 

donor orbitals are the next-to-highest filled TT orbitals, then depolar

ized modes will vibronically couple pure charge transfer states, but 

anomalously polarized (a_ ) modes will not. 
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CHAPTER III 

EXPERIMENTAL 

The Samples 
g 

Manganese(III) Etioporphyrin I acetate was prepared by reflux^ 

ing (4 hours) the etioporphyrin I free base in glacial acetic in the 

presence of air. Replacement of acetate by the thiocyanate was carried 

out in acetic acid/H 20 with excess KNCS present and the Mn(III)EtioNCS 

complex was crystallized from this solvent. The thiocyanate complex 

was synthesized by L. D. Spaulding. The Mn(TII) etioporphyrin I iodide 

complex, prepared in the same manner using excess Kl, was repeatedly 

recrystallized from a:GH 2Cl 2/hexanes solution. The CI complex was 

prepared by washing a C H 2 C 1 2 solution of Mn(III)Etio(CH 3C00~) with 

aqueous HC1, followed by recrystallization from CH 2Cl 2-cyclohexane. 

5,10,15,20-tetraphenylporphyrin Cr(III) chloride (Cr(III)TPPCl) 

was prepared by dissolving under nitrogen 1 gm of the free base por-i; • 
phyrin in 250 ml of N,N'-dimethylformamide. To this solution 500 mg 

of chromous acetate in 150 ml of DMF, prepared anerobieally, was added 

slowly as the temperature of the reaction mixture was raised to 100°C. 

The reaction was monitored spectrophotometrically until the Soret band 

of the free base had disappeared; it was then quenched by pouring the 

DMF solution onto ice. The metalloporphyrin was extracted with CH 2C1 2» 

washed with water and taken to dryness. The porphyrin was chromato

graphed on neutral alumina with 1) benzene, and 2) 1% methanol in 



CR^Cl^- Percentage by weight for C,H,N, and Cl were calculated for 

CrTPPCl, CrC 4 4H 2 gN Cl: C,75.48; H,4.03; N,8.00; Cl,5r.06; for 

CrTPPCl-CH OH, CrC^H ^ O C l : C, 73.81; H,4.41; N,7.65; Cl,4.84. 

Elemental analysis gave the values C,74.24;. H,4.33; N,7.91; Cl,5.03. 

The optical absorption spectrum agrees well with that reported by 

Gouterman et a l . ^ The Cr(III)TPPCl sample was prepared by L. D. 

Cheung. 

The Raman Scattering Apparatus 

The spectra were obtained with the standard Raman scattering 

arrangement shown in Figure 7. The apparatus consists.of (1) an exci

tation source and optics for preparing the incident beam characteris

tics , (2) the sample,' (3) the optics for collecting the scattered 

light, (4) the spectrometer and detector, and (5) the photon counting 

and data storage electronics. With the exception of one spectrum taken 

with the Georgia Tech School of Chemistry Kr + laser and Raman scatter

ing apparatus, all spectra were taken with the School of Physics Raman 

scattering apparatus. 

The exciting radiation sources were provided by a Coherent Radia

tion (Model 52) Argon ion laser, a Krypton ion laser (Model 500K), and 
+ + an Ar laser-pumped Spectra Physics dye laser (Model 390). The Ar 

laser had an output of 1.2 watts (at 28 amperes) at 514.5' nm polarized 

vertically with respect to the laboratory. Later, the CR-2 Ar + laser 

tube was replaced by the CR-3 tube; the output power at 514.5. nm was 

1.4 watts (at 28 amperes). The dye laser power with Rhodamine 6G as 

the flourescent dye was typically 200 raw at 580.0 nm when pumping at 
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2 watts for all lines of the Ar laser. 

The incident laser beam was directed through narrow band inter

ference filters (FWHM = 10 nm) to remove plasma emission-lines, origi

nating from the laser tube, and residual pumping radiation from the dye 

laser beam. In addition, a 560.0 nm sharp cut (short wavelength 

absorbing, long wavelength transmitting) filter was needed to remove 

pump laser radiation. For some laser lines neutral density filters 

reduced the incident power below 200 mw to avoid local heating and 

photodecomposition of the colored samples. 

The prepared laser beam, initially horizontal, was directed 

upward by a mirror, focused into the sample by a 60 mm focal length lens 

located above the mirror, and the scattering column aligned parallel 

to the vertical entrance slit of the spectrometer. The rotating sample 

cell and collecting optics for 90° scattering geometry is shown in 

Figure For solution samples the rotating cell (Figure .8) was a 

3/4" diameter pyrex glass cell fabricated by Dell Optics. The upper 

portion of the cell was solid except for a small central channel so t 

that the spinning liquid was confined to the lower portion allowing 

small volumes to be analyzed (typically <1 ml). A Teflon stopper and 

silicone vacuum grease sealed the cell to prevent a change in concen

tration through evaporation. The cell was ̂ retained in a brass holder 

by two 0-rings. The cell, rotated at 3400 rpm by an AC motor, was 

positioned so that the scattering column was in the solution approxi

mately 0.15 mm from the cylindrical surface of the cell. The error 

in positioning the cell is less than 0.10 mm. 
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Solid sample pellets were rotated on a 3/4" diameter aluminum 

platform. The sample pellets (typically 1/2" in diameter and 2 mm 

thick) were held in place by a Teflon retainer which slipped snugly 

over the outside of the platform. The. sample was exposed through a 

3/8*' diameter hole in the retainer and oriented so that the incident 

beam and the surface of the pellet formed a 10° angle. 

The scattering column was imaged on the entrance slit of the 

spectrometer by the collecting lens. A polarization scrambler, placed 

in front of the entrance slit, insured the response of the spectrometer 

and detector would be independent of the polarization.of the scattered 

light. For some spectra the scattered light was analyzed into its 

parallels (I||) and perpendicular (lj) components with respect to the 

incident polarization by a polarizer (HN-22 Polaroid sheet) placed 

between the collecting lens and the scrambler. 

The spectrometer was a 3/4 meter Spex Czerny-Turner double mono-

chrometer (Model 1401). Two monoehrometers were necessary to reduce 

the Rayleigh scattered component sufficiently to observe the Raman 

spectrum. The replica gratings had 1200 grooves/mm and were blazed at 

500.0 nm. The instrument dispersion was 0.55 nm/mm. Typical entrance, 

intermediate, and exit slit widths were 250, 250, and 250 microns, and 

the entrance slit height was 10 mm for solution samples. For solid 

samples typical slit widths were 400, 400, 400 microns, and the entrance 

slit height was 5 mm. 

Scattered light from the exit slit of the spectrometer was de

tected. ?by an ITT Startracker (Model FW 130) photomultiplier tube (PMT) 
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with an effective photocathode surface of rectangular shape (10 mm 

x 2 mm). The PMT had an extended red sensitivity surface (S-20) and 

was operated at -1500 volts by a Tennelec (Model AEC-100) power supply. 

By cooling to -20°C with a Products for Research (Model TE^104) thermo-

electrically refrigerated chamber, the PMT dark count was lowered from 

120 counts/sec at room temperature to 3 counts/sec. 

The pulses from the PMT formed the input of a Nuclear Data (model 

520) preamplifier-amplifier-discriminator (PAD) unit. Input pulses 

above a threshold determined by the discriminator setting trigger uni

form 1 usee pulses. These pulses were counted by a dual scaler con

structed at the School of Physics for this purpose. 

Data acquisition and spectrometer operation were controlled by 

a Digital Equipment Corporation (Model PDP 8/f) computer. A spectrum 

was obtained by counting pulses from the PAD for specified time intervals 

(typically 1-5 sec). At the end of the time interval the number of 

pulses accumulated by the scaler was stored in computer memory, and 

simultaneously displayed on a Tektronix (Model 604) oscilloscope. The 

computer then generated the pulses required for a stepping motor to 

increment the gratings (1 cm ^/increment), the scaler was cleared, and 

counting restarted. Up to 2048(4 quadrants) of data, points could be 

stored and displayed. 

Spectra could be stored graphically and digitally. Spectra were 

plotted on a Metagraphics x-y plotter interfaced to the computer, and 

punched onto"paper tape for permanent storage. The spectra could then 

be retrieved via a high speed reader for usefwith the data manipulation 
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and analysis programs available. The necessary programs were written 

by Kenneth Everett. 

Methods 

Exciting lines from the Ar + and K r + lasers were employed in 

the study of Band V of the NCS and I Mn(III)EtioI complexes. Exciting 

frequencies 560.0 nm to 620.0 nm in the region of Bands III and IV were 

provided by the Rhodamine 6G dye laser. 

Resonance Raman spectra of Mn(III)EtioCl were obtained for irra

diation at frequencies near Bands III and IV. The sample was a single 

pressed pellet of ~2 mg of Mn(III)&tioCl in a 3:7 mixture of Ha^JO^ 

and KBr. The sodium tungstate was included to provide a standard 

(934 cm 1 W0| line) for the incident light intensity at the sample. 

The pellet was constructed by grinding the mixture with an 

agate mortar and pestel until a uniformsfine powder was attained. The 

mixture was then pressed in a standard 1/2" diameter infrared pellet 
2 

die for two minutes at 19,000 lbs/in pressure. 

During recording of the spectra a stream of dry prevented 

deterioration of the deliquesent pellet. This solid sample was required 

since solutions of the manganese complexes fluoresced weakly at the 

dye laser wavelengths. Repeated attempts to purify the porphyrin by 

recrystallization did not appreciably reduce the fluorescence. 

When excited in the vicinity of Band V, however, Mn(III)EtioX, 

X~~= MCS~, and I~, dissolved in CHC1 3, CDC1 3, CH 2C1 2 > or CS 2 did not 

exhibit interfering fluorescence. The solvents provided reference 

lines in the Raman spectra at 1220 cm" 1 (CHC1 3), 908 cm" 1 (CDC1 3), 
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287 cm (CH 2C1 2) and 802 cm (CS 2). The concentration was 10 -ilO 

molar. 

No decomposition was, noted in the solid and solution samples 

of MnEtioX, X~ = Cl~, NCS~. Decomposition of CrTPPCl or MnEtio^was 

noted with laser irradiation in air saturated samples. The decomposi

tion appears to be photooxidation, and irradiation of anerobic samples 

followed by measurement of the electronic absorption spectra showed no 

or minimal changes under these conditions. Even with, these precautions 

a slow alteration of the optical absorption spectrum of the iodide 

complex was observed. 

The Cary (Model 14) spectrophotometer was employed for the 

absorption spectra. 
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CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

Raman Spectra 

Resonance Raman spectra of Mn(IIT) etioporphyrin complexes were 

obtained for the purpose of constructing excitation profiles for selected 

Raman lines. The spectra required are f-pQ-j.̂  = f j | + fj^ (taken without 

the polarizer); in addition, I|| and Ij^ Raman spectra provided the 

polarization properties of the Raman lines. In this section typical 

Raman spectra of Mn(III)EtioIX obtained under various excitation condi

tions are displayed (Figures 9,10,11,12) and the qualitative features 

of the spectra are discussed. In the next section the experimental 

excitation profiles for selected Raman lines are presented. 

The resonance Raman spectrum of Mn(III)EtioICl in a 30% Na^WO^-

KBr pellet, displayed in Figure 9, is typical of spectra obtained when 

the exciting frequency:; resides in Bands III and IV. For samples in 

pellet form, the depolarization ratio of a Raman line is not quantita

tively reliable due to scrambling of the polarization by the solid 

matrix; however, the depolarization ratio is accurate enough to deter

mine the symmetry of most of the vibrations by inspection of the I|| 

and Ij^ intensities for the line. For the 1313 cm ^ line in Figure 9, 

Ij^ is greater than I|| (using peak heights); therefore, p for this line 

is greater than one and the line is anomalously polarized. It is con

cluded from these depolarization ratios that non-totally symmetric modes 

dominate the Band III and IV Raman spectra. 
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Figure 9. Resonance Raman Spectrum (I„ and Ij_) of Manganese(III) Etioporphyrin I Chloride in KBr: 

Typical of Band III and IV Raman Spectra 4s 
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Figure 11. Resonance Raman Spectrum C ^ Q ^ L ) °f Manganese (III) Etioporphyrin I Iodide in Carbon 
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ure 12. Resonance Raman Spectrum (I B and ]j. ) °f Chromium(III) 
Tetraphenyl Porphyrin in Methylene Chloride: Excitation 
at 457.9 nm Near B-Band(Band V) Maximum 
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Upon excitation in the Band V region of the Mn(III)EtioI thio-

cyanate and iodide complexes in solutions, (Figures 10 and Irrespec

tively) the polarized lines are dominant. However, some weaker depolar

ized and* anomalously polarized lines are noted. 'A single Raman spectrum 

of Cr(III)TPPCl was obtained by Duncan Cheung. Figure 12. Excitation 

was at 457.9 nm well into the strong B band peak at 448 nm in CH^Cl^. 

Here the totally symmetric modes completely dominate the Raman spectrum. 

Only one possible depolarized mode is observed at 1496 cm 

Excitation Profiles 

Raman line intensities relative to solvent peak heights (except 

for Mn(III)EtioICl spectra, where integrated intensities- were employed 

instead) were obtained from graph paper plots of the spectra. These 
53 

relative Raman intensities were first corrected for chromophore ab-r 

sorption of the scattered light by multiplying by the correction factor, 
~ ( \ E F ~ \ . L . ) : £ 

10 , where x is the path length of the scattered light in 

millimeters, and A^^, and ^ are the absorbance (1 mm cell) for the 

solvent reference line and porphyrin Raman line, respectively. Finally, 

the relative Raman intensities were further corrected for response of 
the Raman scattering apparatus. The response curve, obtained by a 

54 

method based on the theoretically calculated intensities of the rota

tional Raman lines of D^, provided a second correction factor. Exci

tation profiles were constructed by plotting the corrected relative * 

Raman line intensities versus the frequency of. the exciting radiation. 

Band III and IV excitation profiles of selected vibrations are 

shown in Figure 13. For polarized and depolarized lines, intensities 
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Figure 13. Manganese(III) Etioporphyrin I Chloride Excitation 
Profiles and Absorption Spectrum in KBr 
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Figure 14. Manganese(III) Etioporphyrin I Thiocyanate Excitation 

Profiles and Absorption Spectrum in Carbon Disulfide 



Figure 15. Manganese(III) Etioporphyrin I Thioeyanate Excitation 
Profiles and Absorption Spectrum in CHC1 Q or CDC1 Q 
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plotted are I||, since Ij^ intensities peak at the same exciting wave

length. An initial maximum in the excitation profile is noted at the 

shoulder identified as Band III in the electronic absorption spectrum 

in KBr, and secondary peaks are observed for the 756 (dp) and 807 (p) 

cm ^ vibrations. A secondary maximum is one that occurs at the fre

quency of the first maximum plus the vibrational mode frequency. Second

ary peaks presumably are present for the higher frequency vibrations, 

but lie outside the region of available laser frequencies. 

Band V excitation profiles of the 344 (p), 756 (dp) 807 (p), 

1005 (p), 1139 (p), 1313 (?, ap), 1377 (p), 1590 (p,ap) and 1641 (dp) 

cm ^ resonance Raman lines are displayed in Figures 14 and 15 for the 

NCS complex of Figure 16 for the I complex. Initial peaks in the 

excitation profiles are close to the electronic absorption maximum of 

Band V. The 344 cm ^ profile is shifted toward higher energies which 

points to an unresolved secondary maximum. The shoulder on the 331 cm ^ 

profile in Figure 16 is ascribed to an impurity formed during irradia

tion. We believe the impurity is a Mn(IIT) porphyrin complex with its 

Band V at 473 nm (21.1 kK). For the thiocyanate complex definite 

secondary maxima for the 756, 807 and 1005 cm ^ lines are observed, 

but other secondary peaks appear to be outside the available laser irra

diating frequencies, since the scattered intensity does increase toward 

higher energies for vibrations whose frequencies are >_ 1100 cm ^. 

These secondary peaks reside in the high energy shoulder of Band V 

located at 21,800 cm ^ (not Band V ). For the I complex the secondary 

maxima are observed for the 1139 (p) cm \ 1313 (ap) cm \ and 1377 (a) 

cm ^ lines in addition to those noted in the NCS complex. 
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Figure 16. Manganese(III) Etioporphyrin I Iodide Excitation 
Profiles and Absorption Spectrum in Methylene Chloride 
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CHAPTER V 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

Introduction 

The resonance Raman study of Mn(III) porphyrins has produced 

interesting results in three areas. (1) Electronic transition assign

ments can be made for several of the bands in the optical absorption 

spectrum. (2) The non-adiabatic correction^ to the crude Born-Oppen

heimer states is shown necessary to explain the dependence of the Raman 

intensity on exciting frequency in the region of Bands V and V . In 
cL 

addition, the results represent the first experimental verification of 

the large different in the resonance scattering intensity at the 0-0 

and 0-1 frequencies which is a consequence of the non-adiabatic vibronic 

coupling term in the Raman scattering tensor (16). ( 3 ) Finally, evi

dence of vibronic coupling by totally symmetric vibrational modes is 

presented. 

In the next two sections electronic band assignments for Bands 

III, IV, and V are proposed on the basis of the resonance Raman data. 

Also, the question of selective enhancement of low frequency modes con

taining metal-ligand contributions is considered. In the third section, 

ari^interpretation of thesMn(III) TPPX resonance Raman data is tenta

tively proposed. In the final section, the unique frequency dependence 

of excitation profiles in the region of Band V and V* are shown to imply 
cl non-adiabatic (D-term) coupling contributions to the Raman scattering, 
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and, as a consequence, Band V may be assigned to an electronic 

transition, also. 

Electronic Assignments'for Bands III and IV 

It is proposed that Bands III and IV of Mn(III) porphyrin 

absorption spectra are the 0-0 and 6-1 components of the Q band, 

respectively, based on the following evidence. (1) The separation 

between Bands III and IV is #1000 cm \ a value slightly smaller 

than that found in typical metalloporphyrins, but nonetheless consis

tent with identification of Band IV as the vibrational satellite of 

Band III. (2) Dominance of non-tofcally symmetric modes in the Band 

III and IV Raman spectra provides strong support that these bands arise-

from IT -> TT* excited states vibronically coupled to dipole allowed 

states. The same feature is noted in Q band resonance Raman spectra 

of metalloporphyrins with typical absorption spectra. (3) The fre

quency dependence of the scattered intensity is analogous to Q band 
55 56 

excitation profiles of nickel or copper porphyrins. Maxima in the 

excitation profiles at Band III indicate it is the 0-0 component of 

the Q band. For the 756 (dp) and 807 (p) cm lines secondary maxima 

in the excitation profiles are observed at the 0-1 frequency. This 
8 

is consistent with our assignment of Band IV. Boucher considered 

assignments of Bands III and IV to the 0-0 and 0-1 components of the Q 

state, but concluded that the ~ 1000 em separations of absorption 

maxima was smaller than in normal spectra, and the appearance of a 

terms in both Band III and IV MCD spectra were inconsistent with this 

assignment. In this connection we note that vibronie interaction of 

excited states results in a non-uniform shift in the vibrational levels , 
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such that in the lower excited state the 0-1 level is shifted more 
40 

to lower energy than is the 0-0 level. Applying this result, a 

nearby allowed state V and the 0-0 and 0^1 Q states are repelled, and 

the separation between the 0-0 and 0-1 Q band maxima is reduced. Addi

tionally, a terms of comparable molar ellipticity for both 0-0 and 

0-1 Q bands are observed in the MCD spectrum of Zn(II) TPP--a species 

exhibiting a typical metalloporphyrin absorption spectrum.^ 
Electronic Assignment for Band V 

8 9 

It has been proposed ' that Band V of Mn(III) porphyrin absorp

tion spectra has both charge transfer and TT I T* character. The charge 

transfer characteriis inferred from the presence of extra absorption 

bands and is based on theoretical predictions"^ that prophyrin-to-metal 

charge transfer transitions will occur in the visible. The TT -> TT* 

character was adduced from the extinction coefficient which is a factor 
3 

of 2-10 larger than that for normal Q bands (£^-1.5 - 2.5 x 10 liter/ 

mole-cm)."'" The added intensity of a charge transfer Band V presumably 

arises from a dipole allowed ir TT* contribution, i.e**.. |B>'. A similar 

conclusion was reached in a resonance Raman study of charge transfer 
43 

bands in heme proteins. We also assign Band V to a state with both 

charge transfer and W IT* character for these reasons,, and we have 

proposed a model (Chapter II) for these states based on configuration 

mixing of the LIT IR* and charge transfer states. 

It has been suggested that the apparent enhancement of loweffee-

quency a ^ modes can be interpreted as indicating charge transfer 

character. However, the theoretical considerations in Chapter II suggest 

that low frequency enhancement will not be observed in porphyrin systems. 



Enhancement of totally symmetric modes relative to non-totally symmetric 

vibrations is a direct consequence of increased dipole strength in Band 

V compared to the Q band. The Raman intensity originating from the A 
2 

term will increase as ê ., whereas the Raman intensity of Herzberg-Teller 

modes will increase as e^. To emphasize the independence of polarized 

mode enhancement from charge transfer character, we have examined the 

resonance Raman spectrum of Cr(III.)TPPGl with 457.9 nm excitation. This 

metalloporphyrin has a strong B absorption peak at 448 nm in CI^C^, so 

excitation is welllinto the absorption. Comparison of this spectrum, 

shown in Figure 12, with that of Mn(III)EtioNCS in Figure 10 substan

tiates the claim that enhancement of a., vibrations is not indicative of 
lg 

charge transfer. Moreover, the Raman spectrum of Cr(III)TPPCl does not 

exhibit scattering from non-totally symmetric modes, (excepting the 1496 

(dp) cm" 1 vibration) while lines at 1641 (dp), 1590 (ap, p ) , 1313 (ap,?) 

and 756 (dp) cm 1 are displayed in the manganese complex spectrum. The 

conclusions of Chapter II can be used now as evidence in faVor of both 

|B> and |/Q> character in state V. Again |B> character is indicated by 

the large extinction coefficient observed for |v>, and |Q> character 

is adduced from the presence of both anomalously polarized (a ) and 
^g 

depolarized O3^ and b^ ) modes in Band V Raman spectra. The non-totally 

symmetrd-c modes arise from Q-B vibronie coupling of |'V> with states at 

higher energy which are probably predominately composed of |B> and z 

charge transfer contributions. Thus |v>>must contain |Q> contributions 

as well as [B>. Gaughan et~al.^ previously noted non-totally symmetric 

vibrations in Mn(III)TPPX (X = CI , Br , I ) complexes and concluded 

that state V was coupled vibronically to other electronic states. 
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It is suggested that selective enhancement of low frequency modes 

is not observed in Mn(III) or Cr(III) complexes. Omitting the vibration 

at 331 cm" 1 in Mn(III)EtioI, 344 cm" 1 in Mn(III)EtioNCS, or 400 cm" 1 in 

Cr(III)TPPCl, the low frequency modes do not appear significantly enhanced 

over the high frequency a ^ modes. The very intense Raman line in the 

300-400 cm 1 region observed in most metalloporphyrins, is assigned as 

a strong Frank-Condon mode. This view is supported by MCD spectra of 

the Q band of metalloporphyrins which show a Frank-Condon vibration at 

approximately this frequency.Also in ClEtiol the 342 em 1 mode is 

already quite strong even in the Q band where Herzberg-Teller modes 

dominate the resonance Raman spectra. Apparently, the vibration is also 

strongly Frank-Condon allowed in Band V of Mn(III) porphyrin complexes 

and in the Soret band of Cr(III) porphyrin complexes. 

Mn(III)TPPX Resonance Raman Data 

Gaughan et al?^ noted an increase in scattering intensity upon 

excitation into Band V for the non-totally symmetric modes relative to 

the polarized modes when the Cl and Br complexes are compared to 

Mn(III)TPP| complex. It is apparent from their data that the 887(p) cm 1 

polarized vibration also exhibits increased Raman scattering. The assign

ment of the electronic states in Mn(III) porphyrins proposed here suggests 

an interpretation of this anion effect. (1) The B content of the state 

V is reduced for the I complex with concomitant increase in Q and 

charge transfer character. Reduction of the B contribution also accounts 

for the decrease in the absorption intensity of Band V for the I complex. 

The extinction coefficient for Band V in the Cli and Br" Mn(III)TPP 
4 4 / complexes is 7.7 x 10 and 9.0 x 10 liter/mole-cm, respectively, and 
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that for the I complex is only 4.3 x 10^ liter/mole-cm, roughly equal 
4 

to the extinction coefficient for Band V,. (2) The decreased Band V 
a 

transition dipole favors modes which mix |V> with IV > and IVI-s; Indeed, 
1 1 a 1 

marked enhancement relative to other polarized modes is noted for the 

887(p) cm" 1 and 1534(ap) cm" 1 vibrations of Mn(III)TPPI. Since a l g and 

symmetry perturbations are most effective (Table I) in mixing C and 

D, we suggest that only in this way do the resonance Raman data support 

increased charge transfer character for Band V of the Mn(III)TPPI absorp

tion spectrum. 
Band V and V\ Excitation Profiles a 

The excitation profiles in the region of Band V and approaching 

exhibit unusual behavior. The profiles for many lines where the 0-0 

and 0-1 maxima are resolved show greater intensity at the 0-1 frequency. 

(See Figure 14, 15, and 16)) This behavior can be explained by consider

ing non-adiabatic coupling contributions to resonance Raman scattering 

from states V and V . 
a 

Near and at resonance the Herzherg-Teller (B) and non-adiabatic (D) 
58 

contributions to the scattering tensor (16) will be, 

(B + f B ^ ~ h . K . 
M.p M.S hv K 

i£JLg_ {i + . i } E. n - E _ - hv - i r . n

 1 E. n - E . / lO gO lO lO jl 

l ^ J h — { 1 J } 
— E # 1 - E n - hv - i r . , E._ - E . n

J 

il g0 ; ii ii jO 
(56) 

for |i> = |V> and |j> = |V >. Equation (56) is arrived at by arguments 

similar to those leading to (38) for the B term alone. The plus sign in 
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(56) holds for a, , b- , and b„ vibrations, whereas the minus sign holds 
lg lg 2g 

for an a_ vibration. Since | E T T .. - E T T J > | E T T _ - E T T 1 t | , the last term in zg 1 V 1 VO 1 ' V O VI 1 

a a 

(56) :j±sflargestij.d therefore^ the; non-adiabatic contribution (the last 

term in the curly brackets) provides unequal Raman intensities for exci

tation at the 0-0 and 0-1 frequencies. At the 0-1 frequency the non-adia

batic contribution is large and adds to the Herzberg-Teller contribution. 

On the other hand at the 0-0 frequency the non-adiabatic contribution 

is smaller and reduces the 0-0 Raman intensity. It is noted that the 

difference in the 0-0 and 0-1 intensities will be enhanced for high fre

quency vibrations. 

The pronounced peak at the 0-1 frequency cannot be explained by 

A or B terms but must involve the D term. The B term alone gives equal 
i 12 

0-0 and 0-1 maxima. A plot of |B + D| is exhibited in Figure 17 for 

both the plus and minus signs. Comparison of the excitation profiles 

with Figure 17 shows that the 1641(dp), 1377(p), 1313(ap), 1005(p), 807(p) 

and 756(dp) cm 1 vibrations are involved in strong non-adiabatic coupling 

to an electronic state at higher energy. This state is probably V . 
cl 

Vibronie Coupling by Totally Symmetric Modes 

Several of the modes listed in the previous section as modes which 

vibronically couple V and V are totally symmetric. Based on a study 

of vibronie coupling in the cyclic polyene model it has been suggested 

that a^ modes in porphyrin are not vibronically active in mixing |Q> 

and |B>. In our model the one-electron matrix elements allowing V and 

V^ to be vibronically coupled (a]|g) a r e identical to the matrix elements 

coupling |Q> and |B> in typical metalloporphyrins. Nonetheless, the Band 



Figure 17. Calculated Raman Intensity When Only B and D Terms 
Contribute, - - - - - Minus Sign, Plus Sign, 
A = E v n - E n - hv , Compare with Figure 5(B Term Only). 
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of the NCS complex and the 1005(p) cm 1 vibration in the I complex 

evidence D term contributions to the Raman scattering. As a consequence 

it is likely that these vibrations are somewhat active in coupling |Q> 

and |B> in metalloporphyrins with normal absorption spectra. 

The excitation profiles of the 1005(p) cm 1 resonance Raman line 

does not display a pronounced maximum at the 0-0 energy. At first sight 

this is unexpected since a plus sign for a ^ vibrations is anticipated 

in (56), and a peak should be observed. (Figure 17) It is likely that 

this vibration which appears in etioporphyrin I, but not in the symmetric 
59 -1 

octaethylporphyrin (1025(p) cm ) involves substantial contribution 

from the peripheral ethyl and methyl groups. Thus, the proper molecular 

symmetry now is C^ and the scattering tensor has no symmetry for symmetric 

vibrations. Indeed, the depolarization ratio is a function of wavelength 

and is 0.5 upon laser excitation in the Q band of Cu etioporphyrin 1."^ 

On the other hand, a_ modes which do not reflect the reduced 
lg 

symmetry also show vibronie activity in MnEtioNCS. The 807(p) cm 
59 

vibration appears in Ni or Cu octaethylporphyrin and shifts only 

slightly in isomers of etioporphyrin.^ For this reason, involvement 

of peripheral groups is presumed small. Nonetheless, the D term is in 

evidence in the 807 cm 1 mode NCS complex excitation profile. Similarly, 

the 1377(p) cm 1 mode is vibronically active in the NCS complex; however, 
43 

some intensity is derived from the A term as has been noted. 

The polarized vibration at 1139 cm 1 does not evidence vibronie 

activity nor does it peak at the anticipated 0-1 frequency but has this 

maximum shifted to lower frequency. This behavior indicates the excited 
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state vibrational frequency has changed appreciably from its value in 

the ground state. 

On comparison of the excitation profiles of the 1377(p) cm 1 and 

807(p) cm 1 line in the iodide and thiocyanate complexes, it is observed 

that the non-adiabatic contribution to the Raman scattering is evident 

in the thiocyanate excitation profiles but not in the iodide. Inspection 

of the optical absorption spectra shows that the separation of Band V 

and is -2200 cm 1 for the NCS complex and -2700 cm 1 for the iodide 

complex. Using these values and a 1400 cm 1 vibrational frequency, the 

D term contribution to the Raman scattering (for excitation at the 0-1 

frequency) is reduced by a factor of [Ey ^ - E V 1 ) N C S /(Ey Q - E ^ ) 1 ] 2 

a a 
= .38 for the iodide complex. As a consequence, the non-adiabatic cou^fl 

\piingi:irp.nt̂ biutj:b̂ r̂ c%-4:h5B:- If5̂ P̂ ^̂ x3?is insufficient to provide a ̂ Larger 

0-1 maximum in the excitation profile of the 1377 or 807 cm 1 lines. 

The mechanism^1 by which a totally symmetric mode can couple 

|v > with |v> possibly resides in normal modes which .contain pyrrole 

ring stretching contributions. Consider a bond elongation between the 

a and 8 carbon atoms of the pyrrole ring. The electron charge distribu

tions"'" for the pertinent molecular orbitals are shown in Figure 18. P-

Nodes in the a ^ (tt) molecular orbital are through nitrogen and methine 

bridge carbons, and electron density is high at C^. Thus v(C - C Q) will 

modulate the energy of the a^(n)''level'" and mix |Q> and |B> via config

urations interaction. Similarly^ v(&^ - N) will change the orbital energy 

of a' (tt) and e ( i r * ) , and v(C 0 - C ) will alter the e (IT*) energy. A 
- I n g p a , - g- ~ 

vibrational mode which changes the a ] _ W a n d ^ u ^ e n e r g i e s in the 



Figure 18 Porphin Molecular Orbitals: The Atomic Orbital Coeffi
cients are Proportional to the Size of the Circles; Solid 
or Dashed Circles Indicate Sign. Symmetry Nodes are Shown. 
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opposite sense would be most effective in mixing | B > and |Q> (see Table 

I). 
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APPENDIX 

OUTLINE OF THE THEORY OF RAMAN INTENSITIES 

Introduction 

In this appendix the theory of Raman intensities is outlined, 

in particular, the procedure for deriving the transition rates for 

Raman scattering processes is considered in the framework of second 

order perturbation theory without damping of states. Damping is included 

by modifying the results of'%jh<e perftMKKtfhmr^"eoryr 3-̂i.n the appropriate 
2 2 ' 2 6 

way. ' * References are quoted where details have been omitted. The 
62 

U-matrix formulation has been employed, since-it represents the 
appropriate starting point for a stochastic treatment of the damping 

19 
of states problem. 

Perturbation Theory 

The time evolution of the state of a system is determined by 

the U-matrix (or time evolution operator) defined by, 

|*(t)> = U(t,0)|iK0)> , (A-l) 

and the boundary condition, 

U(0,0) = 1 , (A-2) 

where |ip(t)> is the state at time t. In the interaction picture substi

tution of (A-l) into the Schrodinger equation yields the differential 

equation for the U-matrix, 
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iftf^ U(t,0) = H(t)U(t,0) , (A-3) 

where H(t) is the hamiltonian describing the perturbing interaction. 

The solution of this equation can be written in the form of a sum of 
. 19 

successive approximations, 

U(t,0) =XE U (t,0) (A-4) 
k=0 K 

where U Q(t,0) = 1, and (k^O) 

t t t 

Uk(t,0) = ( - ± M K J I T H J D \ _ V . .Jd̂HCyHCt̂) .. .H(ti) (A-5) 
For the problemaat: .hand, we will consider the non-interacting molecule 

and radiation field as the unperturbed system the perturbing hamiltonian 

describes the interaction between the radiation field and the electrons 

of the polyatomic molecule.- (We will neglect the interaction between 

the nuclei and the radiation field.) 

The Interaction Matrix Elements 

The interaction between the radiation field and a polyatomic 
62 

molecule is described by the hamiltonian 

H = H ( 1 ) + H ( 2 ) , (A-6) 

where 

H ( 1 ) = ^ E V*<?k>. (A"7) 

k 
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and 

H ( 2 ) = - S \ £ Z\t), (A-8) 2 ^ v k" 2mc k 

where e, m, and p are, respectively, the charge, mass, and momentum 

operator of the k electron, and A(r ) Is the vector potential operator 

at the position of the k*"*1 electron. ^ ( ^ ) I s expressible as a linear 

combination of creation and annihilation operators for each mode of 

the field. 

The unperturbed states are products of the exact molecular eigen-

states i> and the radiation field states |...m ...> where m lis the 
th 

occupation number of the v mode of the radiation field. With these 

unperturbed states specified the matrix elements of the interaction 

hamiltonian (A-6) can be obtained using standard procedures for evalu

ating the photon matrix elements. The following matrix elements of 
(1) 19 H (in the Schrodinger;picture) are required. 

H? n . E <i;...,m -l,...|H(1)|j;...,m ,...> (A-9) i,mv-l;j,mv v ' | J ' v' 

= < : L I - - I - j t ; 2^ e v K e . p . Ij> m 1 Vw T v rk' v k 

and 

H. . . = <i;... ,m +1,... H j ;... ,m ,...> (A-10) i,m +l;i,m v 1 1 J v v v 
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where the volume V is included for normalization. — , • and co and c v 
e^ are the angular frequency and polarization unit vector, respectively, 

th 
of a photon of the v mode of the radiation field. 

The Transition Probabilities 

The probability of a transition from the unperturbed state |8> to 

the state |a> by time t is given by 

<a U(t,0) 6> . 

(A-ll) 

; We are interested in two photon processes, i. e., transitions 

in which a photon of mode y is created and one of oode v is destroyed. 

Remembering that H/"^ is linear in the. creation and destruction operators, 
(2) 

whereas H is bilinear, equations (A-%) and (A-5) give (â8) 
U fi(t,0) = K ( 2 ) — 

£<W t / f t 

(A-12) 

iCE^-E^t:^ 
l-e: a i i(E -E )t/h 

1-e a 3 

E:- — E 0 
E — E " a n E ~ E 

a 3 

to second order in the interaction hamiltonian (A-l). 

The Raman Scattering Tensor and Transition Rates 

We now outline the procedure by which (A-12) leads to the Raman 

intensity in terms of the scattering tensor. In the following let the 

the states |a> and J8> in (A-12) be |nf;...,m^-l,...,m +1,...> and 
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In;... ,m^,... ,m^, ...>,--respectively. The steps in the procedure for 

obtaining;the fundamental expression§((A-17) and (A-18)) for Raman scatter-

ing are: (1) Making the dipole approximation, we set e v k=i>:3since 

kr<<l for typical electron displacements in the molecule and optical 

photon wavelengths. As a consequence, the first term in (A-12) vanishes 

except for Rayleigh scattering, that is, due to the orthogonality of the 
(2) 

exact molecular eigenstates the matrix elements of H (see reference 26) 

vanish for n^n f. (2) Damping of states can be included by the damping 

operator method, - the result can be. . ob±airied here by "replacing \ 

the energy of the molecular state E.. by the complex energy E ^ - il\, 
where T^ is the half-width of the quasistationary molecular state |i>. 
In addition the whole expression is multiplied by e ^nt/ft (where 

is the damping coefficient for the final molecular eigenstate).. (3) 
30 

The first term in the brackets can be shown to vanish for excitation 

into a continuum, i. e. transient effects are negligible. (4) The sum 

over photon states in (A-12) gives two terms—one for each time ordering 

of the creation and annihilation of the photons of modes y and v. 

Steps (l)-(4) and evaluation of the matrix elements using (A-9) 

and (A-10) give; : 

0 < 2 &H-l)m' 
(t,0) - iffie <*LJI O ~ 

T T 2 w co co / J 

Vm » \) ii " 

n ,m —l,m +i;n,m ,m T T 

v y v y Vm » v y . , .1 E . - E +hu) -i(R.-R) 
n y I n' 

<nf le •Plixile *P|n> 
1 y 1 v 1 Plixile •?! E . - E - n m -i (r . -r ) 

l n v l n 
(A-13) 
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x 
, i[E ,-E -fi(w -w )-i(r , -r )]t/fi" -k t/fi- n n v u n n • n 1—e J E: ,-E -fi(b) -0) )-i(r , -r ) n n v U n n 

->• _ -> 26 where P = Z p, . Conventionally, V and V are assumed to vanish for 
, . k. n "n^ k 

the Raman scattering process (since they represent the widths of Vibronic 

levels of the ground electronic state which are presumed small). (5) In 

the next step the transition rate is derived from the transition proba

bilities (A-ll) according to 

(A-14) 

Substituting (A-13) into (A-14), the transition rate for excitation into 

a continuum in the dipole approximation is, setting C e = efjgrj%"'fo~ 

co = 0 ) ., e = e , V u 

w , n' ,n 
S T T ^ e ^ f a ' + l ) / 

2 4 
V m w. o j 1 iTpn,n' 

<n' e ! • JLIXILE' P n> 
, E : : - E - ,+f2(u-ir. 
. i n 1 1 

(A-15) 

<nf IE' -Plixi P n> 
1i2 

E.-E -ftoo-ir. : l n l 

where energy conservation provided by the 6-function has been used in 

writing the denominator in the first term in terms of a) ̂ . (6) The next 
6H 

step is to employ [x^,H] = tp obtain, 

^;<£ e' m v p kij> = -IO)'<I e' ( A - 1 6 ) 
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In terms of the dipole matrix elements, the transition rate is written 

as, 

w t n ,n 
8f ft m (m '+1)0)0)' 

•v2 T e R e 1 

p,a 
6 ( E - E t-h(o)-o)')) , n n (A-17) 

where is the scattering tensor defined by, 

R 

pa -i^n,n' 
<n'IR i><i R n> 

1 p 1 1 a1 
ET-E ,-ffto)-ir 
i n l 

+ 
<n' R i><i R n> a 1 p E . - E -fjco-ir. i n l 

(A-18) 

and e^ and e'^ are the components of the unit polarization vectors in 

the molecular coordinates X, Y, and Z. (7) The expression for sponta

neous (m'=0) Raman intensity of light scattered into the element of solid 
26 

angle dfi' and the frequency interval [o)j do)'] results on multi

plying the transition rate by the number of photon states in the neigh

borhood of o)',e', i.re. p (oo' )ddj'&Q,' = ———„do)'d^'.' (The incident light 
(2TTC) 

frequency and angular distribution must also be taken into account). 

Finally, the expression is multiplied by the energy of the scattered pho

ton fto)'. If randomly oriented molecules are to be studied, the stan^ 

dard scattering geometry can be assumed, and equation (A-17) averaged 

over the molecular orientations relative to the laboratory-fixed polari

zation and direction of propagation.1"' 
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